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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 The Civil Aviation Act 2012 (CAA12) requires that we, the CAA, regulate 

an airport operator by means of an economic licence if the Market Power 

Test (MPT) set out in section 6 of CAA12 is met.  This document sets out 

how we intend to apply the MPT and make Market Power Determinations 

(MPDs) under sections 6 and 7 of CAA12.   

1.2 This Guidance also outlines our powers under CAA12 to make 

determinations on which entity has overall responsibility for the 

management of an airport area (called operator determinations and 

referred to in this Guidance as ODs).1   

1.3 We are providing this Guidance to illustrate how we are likely to proceed 

in conducting MPDs and ODs.  It provides a framework of relevant 

considerations we are likely to take into account.  We will have regard to 

this Guidance when carrying out ODs and MPDs.  However, it is not 

intended to be applied rigidly.  We must assess each case on its own 

facts and, where appropriate, we will explain why we have adopted a 

specific approach which may deviate from this guidance. 

1.4 This Guidance is based on the practical understanding that we have 

gained from the MPDs we made in 20142, and applicable Competition and 

Markets Authority (CMA) and European Commission (EC) competition law 

notices and guidance.  We will amend and update this Guidance, as 

appropriate, to reflect learning and changes in best practice. 

                                            
1
  The CAA can make an operator determination to determine whether an operator of an airport 

area has or does not have overall responsibility for the management of all of that area, 
pursuant to sections 9-11 of the Civil Aviation Act 2012. 

2
  We published four MPDs in January and March 2014.  The MPDs we have undertaken are 

available from: www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-
and-price-control/Airport-Market-Power-Assessment/ 

 We now regulate Heathrow and Gatwick airports through licences.  These licences came into 
effect on 1 April 2014.  The licences are available from: www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-
industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-and-price-control/Airport-economic-licensing-
and-price-control/ 

http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-and-price-control/Airport-Market-Power-Assessment/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-and-price-control/Airport-Market-Power-Assessment/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-and-price-control/Airport-economic-licensing-and-price-control/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-and-price-control/Airport-economic-licensing-and-price-control/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Licensing-and-price-control/Airport-economic-licensing-and-price-control/
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1.5 This Guidance is not a definitive statement of the law, nor is it a substitute 

for individual parties seeking their own legal advice on the application of 

CAA12. 

1.6 Earlier guidance that we published in 2011, on assessing market power of 

airports3, prior to the enactment of CAA12 has been withdrawn.4   

1.7 This document is structured as follows: 

 Chapter 2 sets out the high level test and process for appeals; 

 Chapter 3 outlines the process we intend to apply to undertaking an 

MPD; 

 Chapter 4 sets out particular issues relating to Test A of the MPT; 

 Chapter 5 sets out particular issues relating to Test B of the MPT; 

 Chapter 6 sets out particular issues relating to Test C of the MPT; 

and 

 Chapter 7 explains what happens after an MPD has been made. 

                                            
3
  'Guidance on the assessment of airport market power' April 2011 

4
  See paragraph 2.6 of the CAA's 'CAP 1235 Guidance on the Application of the CAA’s 

Competition Powers', published in May 2015, which is available from: www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235  

http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235
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Chapter 2 

Legal framework 

2.1 This chapter explains the legal framework for MPDs and ODs, and the 

process for appealing those determinations.  It is set out in the following 

sections. 

 Relevant definitions; 

 Operator determination; 

 The MPT; 

 Application of the tests; 

 Process for appeals; and 

 Once an MPD has been made. 

Relevant definitions 

2.2 There are a number of phrases used within this document that are drawn 

directly from the legislation.  These definitions are set out below. 

Airport operation services 

2.3 “Airport operation services” (AOS) refers to a group of services provided 

at an airport for a variety of purposes including5: 

 the landing and taking off of aircraft; 

 the manoeuvring, parking or servicing of aircraft; 

 the arrival or departure of passengers and their baggage; 

 the arrival or departure of cargo; 

 the processing of passengers, baggage or cargo between their 

arrival and departure; 

 the arrival or departure of persons who work at the airport; and  

 permitting a person to access or use land that forms part of an 

airport or facilities at an airport for any of the above. 

                                            
5
  Section 68(1) CAA12 and 68(5) CAA12 
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2.4 In particular, AOS includes6: 

 groundhandling services described in the Annex to Council Directive 

96/67/EC of 15 October 1996 on access to the groundhandling 

market at Community airports (as amended from time to time); 

 facilities for car parking; and 

 facilities for shops and other retail businesses. 

2.5 AOS does not include7: 

 air transport services; 

 air traffic services; or 

 services provided in shops or as part of the other retail businesses. 

Airport area 

2.6 The “airport area” means an area that consists of or forms part of an 

airport.8  The airport area bounds the scope of an MPD finding and feeds 

through to any licence imposed in the light of it.  Broadly speaking, an 

airport area is the physical area of the airport.  This may consist of all or 

part of the airport campus and potential sites that are physically separated 

from the airport campus.  It includes areas of land and buildings or other 

structures in part or as a whole. 

Core area 

2.7 The “core area”, is a subset of the wider airport area and effectively 

covers the facilities that are essential to the operation of an airport in 

relation to an airport.  It means: 

 the land, buildings and other structures used for the purposes of the 

landing, taking off, manoeuvring, parking and servicing of aircraft at 

the airport; 

 the passenger terminals; and 

 the cargo processing areas. 

                                            
6
  Section 68(3) CAA12 

7
  Section 68(4) CAA12 

8
  Section 6(7) CAA12 
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Dominant airport 

2.8 A “dominant airport” means an airport where we have made a 

determination that all or part of its core area is considered to be 

dominant.9 

Operator determination 

2.9 The operator of an airport area is the entity with overall responsibility for 

the management of all of the airport area. 

2.10 Section 10 of CAA12 set outs how we may make an OD to determine 

whether, in a particular case, a person has overall responsibility for the 

management of an airport area.   

2.11 We must make an OD if we are asked to do so by the entity that has 

control over the area.10  However, we do not have to do so if: 

 we have previously made an OD to the effect that the entity 

requesting the determination does or does not have overall 

responsibility for the management of the airport area;  

 we have not published a notice withdrawing that determination; and 

 we consider that there has not been a material change of 

circumstances since that determination.11   

2.12 The requirement also does not apply if we consider that it is possible to 

ascertain whether the entity has overall responsibility for the management 

of the area from: 

 information that is in the public domain; and 

 information that is in the entity's custody or under the entity's 

control.12   

                                            
9
  Section 5(1) and 5(2) CAA12 

10
  Section 10(5) CAA12 

11
  Section 10(6) CAA12 

12
  Section 10(7) CAA12 
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2.13 In circumstances where we have discretion, we will only undertake such a 

determination where we consider the situation as presented is not clear. 

2.14 We may treat a request for an OD in respect of an airport area as if it 

were: 

 a number of requests in respect of a number of airport areas that 

consist of or include different parts of that area; or 

 a request in respect of an area that includes all of that area.13   

2.15 In making an OD, we must have regard to: 

 any regulations made about ODs; and 

 the extent of control the entity has over the types of services that are 

or may be provided in the area, the prices that are or may be 

charged for services provided in the area, the quality of services 

provided in the area, access to the area, and the development of the 

area.14   

2.16 As soon as practicable after making an OD, we must: 

 publish a notice of the determination; and 

 send a copy of the notice to the entity in respect of whom the 

determination was made and to such bodies representing airport 

operators or providers of air transport services as we consider 

appropriate.15   

The MPT 

2.17 CAA12 prohibits the operator of a “dominant airport” from levying charges 

for the use of its facilities without an economic licence issued by us.16  An 

airport operator is considered dominant if we make a determination that 

                                            
13

  Section 10(8) CAA12 
14

  Section 104(4) CAA12 
15

  Section 11 CAA12 
16

  Section 3 CAA12 
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the MPT is met in relation to the airport or part of the airport (the airport 

area) and publish a notice of that determination.17   

2.18 There are three components of the MPT - Test A, Test B, and Test C.  

These are set out in section 6 of CAA12.  Each component must be met 

for us to make a determination that an airport operator is the operator of a 

dominant airport. 

Test A 

2.19 Test A requires that we consider whether the relevant operator, either 

alone, or taken with such other persons as we consider appropriate, has, 

or is likely to acquire, substantial market power (SMP) in a market for one 

or more types of AOS provided within all or part of the airport area.18   

2.20 Test A is met if19: 

 the market is for one or more of the types of AOS provided in the 

airport area (or for services that include one or more of those types 

of service); and 

 geographically the market consists of, or includes all or part of, the 

airport area. 

2.21 The test must be conducted on the basis of the prevailing regulatory 

regime absent any licence regulation imposed by us.  Presently we would, 

therefore, not attempt to remove any effects from the Airport Charges 

Regulations 2011 (ACRs) or the Airport (Groundhandling) Regulation 

1997 (AGRs) or other general legislation that is applicable to the operation 

of an airport when conducting the test. 

Test B 

2.22 Test B requires that we consider whether competition law does not 

provide sufficient protection against the risk that the relevant operator may 

engage in conduct that amounts to an abuse of that SMP.20   

                                            
17

  Section 5 CAA12 
18

 Sections 6(3), 6(6), and 6(7) CAA12 
19

  Section 6(6) CAA12 
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2.23 For the purposes of Test B, conduct may, in particular, amount to an 

abuse of SMP if it is conduct described as an abuse of a dominant market 

position in section 18(2)(a) to (d) of the Competition Act 1998.21   

2.24 In Test B, “competition law” means22: 

 Articles 101 and 102 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the 

European Union (TFEU); 

 Part 1 of the Competition Act 1998 (CA98); and 

 Part 4 of the Enterprise Act 2002 (EA02) (market investigations). 

2.25 Although Test B is a separate test, it cannot be divorced from Test A, 

because, to apply it, we must have already determined that the relevant 

operator has or is likely to acquire SMP in the relevant market under Test 

A.  If the operator does not have and is not likely to acquire SMP, there 

can be no risk that the operator will abuse it. 

Test C 

2.26 Test C requires that we consider whether, for current and future users of 

air transport services, the benefits of regulating the relevant operator by 

means of a licence are likely to outweigh the adverse effects.23  For the 

purposes of this test: 

 the relevant operator is “the person who is the operator of the airport 

area at the time the test is applied”; and 

 ‘users of air transport services’ (users) are passengers or those with 

a right in cargo and include future users of such services. 

2.27 As with Test A, we will assume the prevailing regulatory regime is in 

place. 

2.28 Test C does not expressly require that we apply this test by reference to a 

specific set of regulatory licence conditions.  Such a requirement would 

                                                                                                                                        
20

 Section 6(4) read together with sections 6(8) and 6(9) of CAA12 
21

  Section 6(4) and Section 6(8) CAA12 
22

  Section 6(9) CAA12 
23

 Section 6(5) CAA12 
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reverse the logical structure of CAA12 and would require the 

determination of individual licence conditions before the decision on 

whether to grant a licence is made. 

Application of the tests 

2.29 In applying tests A to C, we must have regard to24:  

 relevant notices and guidance published by the EC about the 

application and enforcement of the prohibitions in Articles 101 and 

102 of the TFEU;  

 relevant advice and information published under section 52 of the 

CA98 (advice and information about the application and enforcement 

of the prohibitions in Part 1 of CA98 and Articles 101 and 102 of the 

TFEU); and 

 relevant advice and information published under section 171 of the 

EA02 (advice and information about the operation of Part 4 of that 

Act). 

2.30 The case law referred to in this Guidance is that which existed at the time 

this Guidance was prepared.  However, we would take into account both 

existing case law and expectations around future developments in terms 

of competition law enforcement. 

2.31 Each of these tests is discussed in the following chapters.  However there 

are a few points in common that require clarification. 

Our general duty 

2.32 In carrying out our assessment, we will act under our general duty to carry 

out our functions in a manner which we consider will further the interests 

of users25 regarding the range, availability, continuity, cost and quality of 

AOS, including any guidance issued by the Secretary of State.  We will 

                                            
24

  Section 6(10) CAA12 
25

  Taken to mean users of air transport services including passengers and those with rights in 
cargo 
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also carry out this function in a manner that we consider will promote 

competition in the provision of AOS (and have regard to the matters that 

we are required to by section 1 of CAA12). 

Regulatory principles 

2.33 We must also have regard to the regulatory principles in section 1(4) of 

CAA12, namely that our regulatory activities should be transparent, 

accountable, proportionate and consistent, and targeted only at cases 

where action is needed.  In addition, it must also comply with our statutory 

duty under section 73 of the Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 

2008 to avoid the imposition on operators of dominant airports of 

regulatory burdens that we consider to be unnecessary. 

Standard of proof 

2.34 We are required to make our assessment on the balance of probabilities.  

The weight of evidence required to satisfy this standard will depend on the 

particular circumstances of each MPD. 

2.35 The CAT has defined the standard of proof in competition cases as 

follows: 

“the standard of proof is the civil standard, the balance of probabilities, 

taking into account the gravity of what is alleged … The standard is not 

akin to the criminal standard but the evidence must be sufficient to 

convince the Tribunal in the circumstances of the particular case, and to 

overcome the presumption of innocence to which [the parties are] 

entitled.”26,27 

                                            
26

  Makers UK Limited v Office of Fair Trading [2007] CAT 11, paragraph 46  
27

  In a more recent judgement by the CAT, the CAT considered how far the Competition and 
Markets Authority (CMA) ought to pursue any particular aspect of its two year market 
investigation into the supply of private medical healthcare.  The CAT found that the weight to be 
given to an aspect of the investigation in a particular context was very much a matter for the 
CMA, as the expert investigating body.  It stated that the CMA was lawfully entitled, in the 
exercise of its investigative discretion, to decide not to pursue a particular dimension of its 
market investigation any further.  To have done so might have jeopardised its ability to comply 
with its legal duty to produce its report within the statutory timetable.  The CMA was entitled to 
have regard, as it did to 'the constraints on time and resources available for investigation 
overall.'  The CAT also considered the weighing of evidence, which may point in different 
directions.   

 1228/6/12/14 AXA PPP Healthcare Limited - Judgment [2015] CAT 5 13 March 2015 
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2.36 While the assessment that we make in preparing an MPD does not imply 

any finding of “guilt”, we consider that this approach to the civil standard of 

proof is appropriate given that imposing the obligation to hold an 

economic licence in order to be able to charge for services is clearly a 

serious matter that restricts the commercial freedom of the airport in 

question.  As such, an MPD should only be made on the basis of sufficient 

and convincing evidence. 

2.37 This approach is consistent with our duty under Section1 (4) of CAA12 

that our: 

 regulatory activities should be carried out in a way which is 

transparent, accountable, proportionate and consistent; and 

 (particularly), regulatory activities should be targeted only at cases in 

which action is needed. 

2.38 This is also consistent with the Government’s Principles for Economic 

Regulation, which reflect that: 

“Economic regulation, as with most forms of regulation, imposes costs on 

regulated companies.  These costs derive from the regulatory cost the 

regulators impose on their sectors and the administrative cost of running 

the regulatory institutions.  Costs in these sectors tend to be passed 

through to end consumers.  It is important that they are proportionate and 

outweighed by the benefits achieved for consumers.  Cost minimisation 

might, however, not always be efficient, as lowering costs can sometimes 

lead to foregoing bigger benefits to consumers.” 28 

2.39 Having said that, as a specialist investigative body, we have a broad 

discretion over the use of our internal resources and the handling of 

various aspects of our work. 

                                            
28

  Paragraph 40 of ‘Principles for Economic Regulation’, April 2011, which is available from: 
www.gov.uk/government/publications/principles-for-economic-regulation 

http://www.gov.uk/government/publications/principles-for-economic-regulation
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Process for appeals 

2.40 Schedule 1 of CAA12 sets out the process for appeals against MPDs and 

ODs.   

2.41 Appeals may be made to the Competition Appeal Tribunal (CAT) against 

an MPD in respect of an airport area by: 

 a person who is the operator of the area at the time the 

determination is made; and 

 any other person whose interests are materially affected by the 

determination. 

2.42 Appeals may be made to the CAT against an OD by a person who is the 

subject of an OD. 

Once an MPD has been made 

2.43 If an MPD determines that the MPT is met by an airport operator in 

relation to an airport area, then that airport operator will require an 

economic licence in order to be able to levy charges. 

2.44 Establishing and modifying licence conditions is a separate process from 

an MPD.  We will develop and consult on licence conditions in line with 

Better Regulation principles.  However this does not form part of the MPD 

process. 

2.45 Further details on what happens after an MPD has been made are 

outlined in Chapter 7, and when a future MPD could be considered is 

outlined in the next Chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Market power determination process 

3.1 This chapter outlines our general process and approach to conduct an 

MPD.  It is set out in four sections: 

 initiating an MPD; 

 timetable and stages; 

 powers to gather information; and 

 confidentiality. 

Initiating an MPD 

3.2 We have discretion to conduct an MPD whenever we consider it 

appropriate to do so.29  This means that we can initiate an MPD at any 

time. 

3.3 In addition, we are required to make an MPD and therefore apply the 

MPT30 where all of the following factors are met: 

 we are asked to do so either by the operator of the airport area or 

another person whose interests are likely to be materially affected by 

the determination31; 

 the area is located at an airport that has over 5 million annual 

passengers32 at the time the request is made; and 

 the area consists of or includes all or part of the core area of the 

airport.33   

                                            
29

  Section 7(1) CAA12 
30

  Section 7(2) CAA12 
31

  Section 7(2) CAA12 
32

  Sections 7(4) CAA12 which states that an airport is a large airport during a calendar year if, in 
the previous calendar year, the number of passenger movements at the airport exceeded 5 
million 

33
  Section 7(1)-(4) CAA12 
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3.4 However, we may decide not to apply the MPT and make an MPD even if 

these factors are met.  This course of action is open to us in 

circumstances where we have previously made an MPD and consider that 

there has not been a material change of circumstances since that MPD.34   

Material change of circumstances 

3.5 Material change of circumstances is not defined in the legislation.  We 

consider that a change of circumstances would be more likely to be found 

where the change is, or the changes in aggregate are material in areas 

that are likely to be relevant to Tests A to C.  Several relevant changes 

could be considered together with pre-existing circumstances when 

determining whether or not a new MPD should be completed.35   

3.6 Determining whether there has been a material change of circumstances 

is matter of regulatory judgement based on the specific circumstances 

under consideration.  In making such a judgement, we will refer to 

decisions made by other UK competition authorities where they have 

assessed whether a material change of circumstances has occurred in 

other circumstances. 

Requesting an MPD 

3.7 As noted, interested parties have the ability to request an MPD.   

3.8 In requesting an MPD, we expect the parties to be able to provide a well 

reasoned request containing information relevant to the analysis that we 

will have to undertake.  This is especially the case where a request is 

being made for an MPD of an airport area where we have previously 

made a determination.  In these cases, we would expect, in particular, 

information to be provided that demonstrates why a material change of 

circumstances has taken place.  To facilitate this, we welcome early 

contact from a party considering making such a request. 

                                            
34

  Section 7(5) CAA12 
35

  In our 'Discussion paper on the regulatory treatment of issues associated with airport capacity 
expansion' CAP 1195 in June 2014, we considered some capacity expansion related events 
that could, at first glance, suggest a material change of circumstances may have occurred.  
This is available from: www.caa.co.uk/CAP1195  

http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1195
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3.9 A well reasoned request should contain the following information: 

 the name of the airport operator and airport in question; 

 the services provided that are relevant to the request; 

 the likely scope of the market, which, as a minimum, is the list of the 

assumed competitors and/or competing products; 

 where requesting a further determination, the nature and scope of 

the material change of circumstances and how this may have an 

impact on the conclusions previously reached; and 

 any issues that the airport operator or interested party considers are 

relevant to their request. 

3.10 We will be available to discuss any potential request that an airport 

operator or an interested party may have. 

Where we have discretion about whether to undertake an MPD 

3.11 As explained in the earlier section ‘Initiating an MPD’, there are 

circumstances where we have discretion about whether or not to 

undertake an MPD.   

3.12 In those circumstances, following the receipt of the request and a review 

of any further relevant information, we will within six months of the receipt 

of the final submission by the party concerned, issue our response.  We 

will complete our consideration of the request as quickly as possible, and 

where it can be completed in less than six months, we will do so.   

3.13 Our consideration of the request will include applying prioritisation 

framework to decide whether undertaking an MPD would fit within our 

administrative priorities.  The prioritisation framework enables us to make 

the best use of resources to address issues in the interests of aviation 

consumers and to produce the greatest benefits for consumers.  Details of 

our framework are explained in the 'CAA's prioritisation framework for 

consumer protection, competition and economic regulation issues'.36   

                                            
36

  The 'CAA's prioritisation framework for consumer protection, competition and economic 
regulation issues', which is available from: www.caa.co.uk/cap1233  

http://www.caa.co.uk/cap1233
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3.14 The response will set out the following points: 

 how we intend to respond to the request - no action, undertaking an 

MPD immediately or at some future date or other action; 

 the reasoning behind our decision; and  

 next steps as appropriate.   

Where we are required to undertake an MPD 

3.15 As explained in the earlier section ‘Initiating an MPD’, there are 

circumstances where we are required to undertake an MPD.   

3.16 In those circumstances, following the receipt of the request, we will within 

six months of the receipt of the final submission by the party concerned, 

issue our response.  We will complete our consideration of the request as 

quickly as possible, and where it can be completed in less than six 

months, we will do so.   

3.17 The response will set out the following points: 

 how we intend to respond to the request - undertaking an MPD 

immediately or at some future date; 

 the reasoning behind our decision; and  

 the steps as appropriate.   

When to undertake an MPD 

3.18 When we decide to undertake an MPD (whether it is a requirement to do 

so or we have exercised our discretion to undertake it), we will apply our 

prioritisation framework to decide when to commence an MPD.  See 

paragraph 3.13 above.   

3.19 During our consideration of the request, we may contact the airport 

operator and other relevant parties to obtain information from them and 

their view, in particular, on whether a material change of circumstances 

has taken place.   
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Timetable and stages 

Notice of commencement 

3.20 Following a response stating that we will undertake an MPD, we will 

publish on our website a notice of the commencement of an MPD 

assessment. 

Timetable 

3.21 We aim to publish an MPD decision within 18 months of commencing our 

assessment.  While our aim is to complete this process within 18 months, 

there may be instances where we need to depart from this.  For example, 

we may be undertaking more than one MPD at the same time, although 

there may be synergies there will also be critical differences that may 

extend the timescale.  There may also be complexities that were not 

foreseen at the start of the determination process or commercial 

developments that occur during the process that mean we need to take 

longer than 18 months to complete an MPD. 

3.22 We will publish and send the airport operator that is the subject of the 

MPD and other key stakeholders a specific timetable for each MPD and 

we will engage with them on the analytical framework and the 

methodologies we intend to apply.  Where we need to depart from the 

timetable, we will publish that change and notify the stakeholders of this, 

together with the reasons why we are doing so.   

Stages 

3.23 In achieving this timetable, our aim is to follow clear stages, to assist in 

meeting the timetable and to reduce uncertainty for the industry.   

3.24 This is set out in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Generic MPD stages 
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Source: CAA 

3.25 We intend to spend Stage 1 gathering evidence and performing initial 

analysis.  To assist in minimising the time needed for this stage, we will 

issue data requests using our formal information gathering powers, which 

are outlined in the section ‘Powers to gather information’ below.  We will 

discuss with the airport operator what reports/research they may be 

commissioning and we may also commission research to aid our 

assessment. 

3.26 Appendix A contains a list of possible initial evidential requirements that 

we would expect to request from airport operators and other relevant 

stakeholders for the purposes of conducting an MPD.  This list is by no 

Stage 1 - 
Evidence 
collection 

• Publish a notice stating the we are undertaking a MPD 

• Collect evidence including issuing formal information 
requests and interviews 

Stage 2 - 
Consultation 

• Prior to consultation, we will hold 'State of play' meetings 
with the airport operator and other stakeholders to share 
initial findings 

• A public consultation on the draft MPD 

Stage 3 - 
Review 

• Review of consultation responses 

• Final evidence gathering 

Stage 4 - 
Determination 

• Prior to publishing our MPD, we will hold hold 'State of play' 
meetings with the airport operator and other stakeholders to 
share findings 

• Publish the MPD 
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means exhaustive, but it provides a starting point for stakeholders wishing 

to prepare submissions to us for an MPD.   

3.27 Stage 2 and Stage 4 involve holding update meetings with the airport 

operator and other key stakeholders to update them on our current 

thinking.  It is likely that the update meeting at stage 2 will focus more on 

the assessment of Test A.  The results of these meetings will feed into our 

further analysis.   

3.28 Our aim is to minimise the need for extensive update meetings and 

consultation phases.  We recognise, however, that particular 

circumstances (e.g. developments that occur while the assessment is 

underway that could materially affect the outcome of the MPD) may mean 

it is sensible to have additional engagement with key stakeholders.   

3.29 In Stage 2, we will consult on a draft MPD.  This will cover our initial 

assessment against all three tests.  We will keep the consultation period 

as short as possible to maintain progress on the MPD, while allowing 

stakeholders time to comment. 

3.30 In Stage 3, we will review the consultation responses and collect any final 

evidence if it is needed.  We intend to publish all non-confidential 

responses to the draft MPD on our website as soon as possible after the 

consultation has concluded.  This allows all stakeholders to be kept 

informed about the information we have received.   

3.31 Stage 4 will include final update meetings and publishing the MPD.  

Following the final update meetings, there will only be a limited 

opportunity for parties to submit new evidence and for us to take account 

of such evidence. 

3.32 Given that our aim is to complete an MPD within 18 months, it is our 

expectation that stakeholders will support this process and meet the 

deadlines set for information requests and consultations.  The stages are 

designed to separate the evidence gathering stages from the consultation 

on the draft MPD stage.  We will endeavour to take account of all 

representations made.  We will not, however, take account of commentary 
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provided after consultation deadlines have been reached unless the 

parties can demonstrate that this is new evidence that could not 

reasonably have been submitted to us earlier.   

Powers to gather information 

3.33 We have powers to gather information under section 50 of CAA12.   

3.34 Under section 50 of CAA12, we may require a person to provide 

information, or a document that we reasonably require, to carry out our 

functions in relation to the regulation of operators of dominant airports.37   

3.35 To exercise this power, we must issue a notice which specifies the 

information or document(s) we require.  The notice may not require a 

person to provide information or documents that the person could not be 

compelled to provide in evidence in civil proceedings.   

Confidentiality 

Requirements under CAA12 

3.36 Section 59 of CAA12 states that we are not required to publish or 

otherwise disclose any information which we are satisfied is: 

 commercial information, the disclosure of which would, or might in 

our opinion, significantly harm the legitimate business interests of an 

undertaking to which it relates, or 

 information relating to the private affairs of an individual, the 

disclosure of which would, or might in our opinion, significantly harm 

the individual’s interests. 

3.37 Schedule 6 of CAA12 (which is backed by criminal sanctions) sets out the 

restrictions we have on disclosing information if the information was 

obtained under our powers to carry out our functions related to the 

regulation of dominant airports, and it relates to the affairs of an individual 

                                            
37

  Chapter 1 CAA12 
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or to a particular business.  Such information must not be disclosed during 

the lifetime of the individual, or while the business continues to be carried 

on, unless:  

 disclosure is made with the consent of the individual, or the person 

for the time being carrying on the business38; 

 information is already available to the public in circumstances which 

do not breach the rules set out in that Schedule39; or 

 information is disclosed for the purposes of civil proceedings40; or  

 information is disclosed for the purposes of carrying out our functions 

or the functions of other specified parties or for the purposes of 

specified UK or European legislation.41   

Data Protection Act 1998 principles 

3.38 The Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA98) controls how personal information 

relating to individuals is used so that individuals are treated fairly.  Where 

we process such data, we must comply with the data protection 

obligations set out in the DPA98. 

3.39 Where we propose to share personal information about an individual with 

another organisation, the DPA98 requires that we inform the individual 

that their information may be shared, so the individual can choose 

whether to object.   

3.40 A person may request a copy of any information that we hold about that 

person in whatever format.  If that person is not satisfied with our 

response, they may complain to the Information Commissioner’s Office 

(ICO).  For more information, see our website.42   

                                            
38

  Paragraph 2 of Schedule 6 of CAA12 
39

  Paragraph 3 of Schedule 6 of CAA12 
40

  Paragraph 4(1)(b) of Schedule 6 of CAA12 
41

  Paragraph 5 of Schedule 6 of CAA12 sets out certain circumstances where the requirement to 
not disclose does not apply 

42
  Our General Privacy Notice is available at: www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/General-privacy-

notice/   

http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/General-privacy-notice/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/General-privacy-notice/
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Freedom of Information Act 2000 

3.41 The Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FOIA00) gives people access to 

information held by public authorities.  Where we receive a valid request 

under FOIA00, we must respond within 20 working days.  We must (i) 

inform the applicant whether we hold any information which falls within the 

scope of their request and, if we do, (ii) provide that information, unless an 

exemption applies. 

3.42 Our website explains how to make a request for information under 

FOIA00.43  Any person not satisfied with our refusal to provide the 

requested information may seek a review by us of that refusal.  There is a 

further right to complain to the ICO if that person is not satisfied with the 

outcome of the review. 

Our internal processes 

3.43 We acknowledge the importance parties attach to their confidential 

information.  With that in mind, and to ensure compliance with the relevant 

legal provisions which include Section 59 and Schedule 6 of CAA12, the 

DPA98 and the FOIA00, we have developed internal processes to ensure 

that we handle confidential information with care.   

3.44 We store electronic copies of confidential material on a secure CAA 

database.  We also operate a clear desk policy so that printed confidential 

material is locked away at the end of each working day. 

3.45 When providing submissions or supplying information to us, for example 

in response to an information request, parties should identify which of the 

information is confidential and give reasons why its disclosure would 

significantly harm their interests.  We do not accept blanket or 

unsubstantiated confidentiality claims.  We will carefully consider these 

explanations, having regard to the relevant legal considerations, before 

we decide whether to disclose the information concerned.  We may 

consider that the information concerned is not confidential or we may 

                                            
43

  How to make a freedom of information request is outlined on our webpage about The Freedom 
of Information Act 2000, which is available at: www.caa.co.uk/Our-Work/Information-
requests/Freedom-of-Information/   

http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-Work/Information-requests/Freedom-of-Information/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-Work/Information-requests/Freedom-of-Information/
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agree that it is confidential but we may consider that the need to disclose 

the information, for example for reasons of procedural fairness and due 

process, outweighs the interests of the party which requests that the 

information is kept confidential. 

3.46 Confidential material received from parties is accessed only by staff and 

external expert advisers to the CAA who are allocated to the MPD to 

which the information relates.   

3.47 Confidential material is only shared more widely, where, in our view, to do 

so would, be appropriate in the circumstances, and in compliance with the 

legal requirements placed on us.   
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Chapter 4 

Test A: Market definition and market power 

4.1 This chapter sets out our approach to assessing Test A. 

4.2 Test A is that the relevant operator has, or is likely to acquire, SMP in a 

market, either alone or taken with such other persons as we consider 

appropriate.44   

4.3 This chapter is set out as follows: 

 our general approach; 

 how Test A is met; 

 our approach to market definition for MPDs;  

 defining the relevant market; 

 assessing market power; and 

 summary. 

Our general approach 

4.4 Test A is, in essence, an assessment of market power and therefore there 

is some interplay between Test A and our role as a competition authority. 

4.5 We have published guidance on our approach to our concurrent 

competition powers, CAP 1235 'Guidance on the Application of the CAA’s 

Competition Powers'.45  In CAP1235, we noted that: 

“Although there are some parallels between making MPDs and in 

investigating complaints under the competition prohibitions, there are also 

some important differences between them.  For instance, when assessing 

market power at an airport as a whole, we will usually consider the overall 

bundle of AOS services and then determine the relevant market in which 

the airport offers those services.  In comparison, when assessing 

                                            
44

  Section 6(3) CAA12 
45

  CAP1235 'Guidance on the Application of the CAA’s Competition Powers' is available from: 
www.caa.co.uk/cap1235 

http://www.caa.co.uk/cap1235
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complaints under the competition prohibitions, we need to start by 

determining a product market relevant to the complaint in question.  This 

may be much narrower than the total range of services offered at an 

airport e.g. it could relate to groundhandling or forecourt access at an 

airport or airports.”46 

4.6 However, as with our approach to applying competition law, in assessing 

market definition and market power for the purposes of Test A, we intend 

to have regard to applicable CMA47 and EC48 competition law notices and 

guidance.49,50   

How Test A is met 

4.7 A is met if51: 

 the market is a market for one or more of the types of AOS provided 

in the airport area (or for services that include one or more of those 

types of service); and  

 geographically, the market consists of or includes all or part of the 

airport area. 

4.8 As illustrated in Figure 2, we consider that Test A will be met in two 

distinct ways and that if either of these is met, then Test A is met: 

 firstly, Test A is met if we find sufficient evidence that the airport 

operator has SMP now; or 

                                            
46

  Paragraph 2,6, CAP1235 'Guidance on the Application of the CAA’s Competition Powers' is 
available from: www.caa.co.uk/cap1235  

47
  The CMA took over the duties of the Competition Commission (CC) and the Office of Fair 

Trading (OFT) from 1 April 2014.  Further information on the CMA and its guidance is available 
from www.gov.uk/cma  

48
  Further information on the EC's notices and guidance is available from 

ec.europa.eu/competition/index_en.html  
49

  See for example:  
CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403)  
CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 
415);  
European Commission's notice on the definition of relevant market for the purposes of 
Community competition law, EC 97/C 372/03 (EC Market Definition Notice). 

50
  We are required to have regard to those notices and guidance under section 6(10) of CAA12 

51
  Section 6(6) CAA12 

http://www.caa.co.uk/cap1235
http://www.gov.uk/cma
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/index_en.html
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 secondly, Test A is met if we find sufficient evidence that the airport 

operator is likely to acquire SMP in the future.   

Figure 2: Illustration of how Test A is met 

Evidence found Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 

SMP now Yes Yes No No 

SMP in the future Yes No Yes No 

Test A Met Met Met Not met 

Source: CAA 

4.9 However, where SMP is likely to diminish over time, such that we do not 

consider it is likely that the airport operator will have SMP in the future, 

this will also be considered in our assessment of the other tests.52   

Our approach to market definition for MPDs 

4.10 When conducting our assessment, in defining the focal product in respect 

of which the airport area may have SMP, we will begin by looking across a 

bundle of goods and services and, where necessary, review differing 

subsets of products or services at the airport.  We do not intend to start 

from a product-by-product inspection of the airport operator's position 

unless there is good reason to do so.  This work would increase 

regulatory burden and may be of limited benefit, given the purpose of the 

analysis, as explained in paragraph 4.5.  Instead, we propose to take a 

higher-level view of the airport operator's general market position. 

4.11 As a starting point for the assessment, we will also be guided by the 

parameters of the request to carry out the MPD and by how the airport 

operator organises and charges for its services.  We will also take into 

account the relevant legislation, in particular, whether the product or 

products in relation to which it may have SMP, are provided within the 

                                            
52

  In this case, it is possible that competition law may be able to provide sufficient protection 
against the risk of abuse of SMP or that the benefits of regulation are less likely to outweigh its 
adverse effects. 
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core area.  Generally, we will start by looking at a broadly generic bundled 

product that is sold to airlines. 

4.12 It may then be appropriate for us to consider focusing on non-aeronautical 

products to complement or further our analysis of aeronautical products.  

The extent to which we will look at non-aeronautical segments of AOS will 

depend on the terms of reference of the MPD and on the availability of 

evidence and concerns regarding the existence of SMP in non-

aeronautical markets (i.e. in markets where airlines are not the airport 

operators' direct customers). 

Defining the relevant market 

General 

4.13 Market definition is a key component of the MPT.  We will assess 

whether: 

 an airport operator has SMP in the relevant market for the purposes 

of Test A; and  

 there is a risk of abuse of that SMP under Test B. 

4.14 In line with CMA and EC guidance, we consider market definition is 

primarily a tool for identifying, in a systematic way, the competitive 

constraints which the relevant operator faces and whether those 

constraints prevent it from operating independently of effective 

competitive pressure.53  Furthermore, market definition is a time-sensitive 

and context-specific exercise.  It is based on an analysis of the structure 

of the market and competition prevailing at a particular point in time, 

therefore any assessment may change over time as market 

circumstances evolve. 

4.15 Likewise, we also consider that, as in the EC guidance, market definition 

is not an end in itself.  Rather, it is a key step in identifying the competitive 

constraints on a supplier of a given product or service.  The market 

                                            
53

  EC Market Definition Notice, paragraph 2 
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definition exercise consists, in essence, of identifying the effective 

alternative sources of supply for the customers of the relevant operator in 

terms of the products or services supplied and their geographical 

location.54   

4.16 However, there may be characteristics of the airport sector that make it 

difficult to define the market precisely.  In Test A, we will therefore analyse 

all the competitive constraints faced by the airport operator, regardless of 

whether they arise from within or outside the relevant market or markets 

as we have defined them.55   

The Hypothetical Monopolist Test 

4.17 Wherever feasible, the hypothetical monopolist test will be adopted as a 

starting point for defining the relevant market.56  This test involves starting 

with the focal product or service and the smallest geographical area 

(normally that supplied by the operator in question) and assessing 

customers' switching reactions to a small but significant non-transitory 

increase in price (SSNIP) above the competitive level57, generally 

considered as being 5 to 10 per cent.  If the price increase is 

unprofitable58, due to marginal customers switching away to substitute 

products and areas (or other suppliers entering the presumed market), the 

test is repeated by widening the products and geographic area to include 

additional substitutes until the price increase is profitable.  What is then 

left is the narrowest set of products and geographic area over which a 

                                            
54

  EC Market Definition Notice, paragraphs 7 to 9 and 13 
55

  This is consistent with the approach adopted in the CC’s report on the supply of airport services 
by BAA in the UK, 19 March 2009 (CC's 2009 BAA Report), paragraphs 2.48 to 2.49 

56
  CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403), 

paragraphs 2.5 to 2.13 and EC Market Definition Notice, paragraphs 15 to 19 
57

  Where prices are likely to differ substantially from their competitive levels, caution must be 
exercised when dealing with the evidence on switching patterns as such evidence may not be a 
reliable guide to what would occur in normal competitive conditions.  See CMA's Competition 
Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403), paragraph 5.6 

 Where the airport is already price regulated, there may be a reasonable argument that the 
regulated price is already sufficiently close to the competitive price to be a basis to perform the 
hypothetical monopolist test.   

58
  For this, we take into account all the revenue streams of the airport operator.  For example, it 

may be that if passengers switch away in response to a SSNIP on aeronautical services, the 
airport operator can lose revenues and profits on related non-aeronautical services. 
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hypothetical monopolist could profitably sustain prices 5 to 10 per cent 

above competitive levels. 

4.18 Although the SSNIP test is a useful starting point, it is a framework for 

approaching market definition rather than a prescriptive methodology.  It is 

intended to be carried out by reference to the competitive price level with 

the result that it is more difficult to apply where the prevailing price levels 

observed are not reasonably close to an assessment of the competitive 

price.  As the CMA observes, the test assumes that the hypothetical 

monopolist is not subject to economic regulation that might affect its 

pricing behaviour.  The test also assumes that prices outside the 

hypothetical monopolist's control are held at the competitive level.  In 

addition, there may be other external considerations that might affect the 

uniformity and/or the profitability of the price increase.59   

4.19 As a result, it is therefore rarely possible to apply the SSNIP test in a 

precise manner due to its limitations as well as data and evidential 

restrictions.60  That said, CMA guidelines61 allow us to use this framework 

to define a plausible or most likely market where the competitive 

assessment is shown to be largely unaltered by which market definition is 

adopted:  

“In practice, defining a market requires balancing various types of 

evidence and the exercise of judgement.  However, it is not an end in 

itself.  Where there is strong evidence that the relevant market is one of a 

few plausible market definitions, and the competitive assessment is 

shown to be largely unaltered by which one of these market definitions is 

adopted, it may not be necessary to define the market uniquely.” 

4.20 Given the particular circumstances of the case, we may be unable to carry 

out a formal SSNIP test either fully or at all.  However, we will seek to 

                                            
59

  CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403), 
paragraphs 2.10 to 2.11 and 5.4 to 5.6 

60
  See the CC's 2009 BAA Report, paragraph 2.1 

61
  See CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403) 

paragraph 2.14 
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gather a range of evidence on substitutability and interpret it, so far as 

possible and appropriate within the hypothetical monopolist framework. 

Product and geographic market  

4.21 We would refer to EC62 and CMA63 guidance in defining the relevant 

product market and geographic market.  This Guidance should be read in 

conjunction with the relevant CMA and EC guidance. 

4.22 In particular, we consider that the product market comprises all those 

products and/or services that are regarded as interchangeable or 

substitutable for the focal product by the consumer by reason of those 

products' characteristics, their prices and their intended use.   

4.23 We note that where a hypothetical monopolist (see above) would, or 

would be able and likely to, price discriminate significantly between 

groups of customers, each of these groups may form a separate market.64   

4.24 The geographic market “comprises the area in which the undertakings 

concerned are involved in the supply of products or services and in which 

the conditions of competition are sufficiently homogeneous.”65 

4.25 The relevant geographic market area can be distinguished from 

neighbouring areas because the conditions of competition are appreciably 

different.  In addition, it is important to recognise that, as airports serve a 

number of different users, there may be different relevant geographic 

markets for different groups of users, if they are considered a separate 

product market.   

4.26 The assessment of competitive constraints as part of the geographic 

market definition will include an analysis of the ability of airlines to switch 

away from an airport as well as the potential for passengers/owners of 

                                            
62

  EC Market Definition Notice, paragraph 7 
63

  CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403), paragraph 
2.5 

64
  CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Market Definition, December 2004 (OFT 403), paragraph 

3.9 
65

  EC Market Definition Notice, paragraph 8 
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cargo to switch between airports, whether independently, or by following a 

particular airline.   

4.27 It is also possible to segment a market across time periods.  In the case of 

airports, it may be relevant to differentiate across seasons or between 

different times of day and, in particular, between peak and off-peak 

periods.  These temporal differences may be relevant where airlines 

and/or passengers do not regard different time slots as substitutes.  We 

may assess whether different temporal markets for AOS exist in the 

context of an individual MPD. 

Assessing market power 

4.28 Market power is the ability, profitably, to sustain prices above the 

competitive level or restrict output or quality below competitive levels.  It is 

explained in case law as “an undertaking shall be deemed to have 

significant market power if, either individually or jointly with others, it 

enjoys a position equivalent to dominance, that is to say a position of 

economic strength affording it the power to behave to an appreciable 

extent independently of competitors, customers and ultimately 

consumers”.66  As with market definition, the assessment of market power 

involves an analysis of whether the competitive constraints identified in 

the market are strong enough to prevent market power from harming the 

process of competition, or alternatively whether there are barriers to these 

competitive constraints.67   

4.29 Market power is, therefore, not an absolute term but a matter of degree, 

which varies according to the individual circumstances of the case.  As 

part of our assessment of market power, we need to identify the existence 

and the potential strength of the competitive constraints68 from within and 

                                            
66

  CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 
415), paragraph 2.8 and Case 27/76 United Brands v Commission [1978] ECR 207.  This 
definition has been used in other cases. 

67
  CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 

415), paragraphs 3.1 to 3.3 
68

  CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 
415) describes competitive constraints as ‘market factors that prevent an undertaking from 
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from outside the relevant market.  We need to do this to determine 

whether the airport operator is subject to effective competition or not. 

4.30 Evidence on market structure and market share is commonly used in 

competition assessments.  Market power is more likely to exist if an 

operator has a persistently high market share over time compared to its 

nearest rivals.69,70   

4.31 However, we note that market shares are not sufficient, in isolation, to 

determine the intensity of competition in the relevant market as they are 

too static to shed light on the dynamics of the market.  For example: 

 the difficulties in defining the market precisely might limit the reliance 

that could be placed on any given measure of market shares as an 

indicator of market power;  

 the differentiated nature of airports, both in terms of their facilities 

and services, but also in terms of their location and the differing 

degrees of their interdependent demand, can reduce the reliability of 

market shares as an indicator of market power since alternatives, 

whether inside or outside the market definition, may be imperfect 

substitutes; and  

 capacity constraints at alternative airports will affect the extent to 

which those airports are able to provide competitive constraints to 

the airport operator.   

4.32 Notwithstanding these concerns, we will seek to calculate market shares 

by reference to the market definition adopted.   

                                                                                                                                        
profitably sustaining prices above competitive levels’: see OFT 415, paragraph 1.2 and DG 
COMP’s Discussion Paper on the application of Article 82 to Exclusionary Abuses, paragraph 
2.4 

69
  CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 

415), paragraphs 4.2 to 4.3 
70

  In line with case law, dominance can be presumed in the absence of evidence to the contrary if 
an undertaking has a market share persistently above 50 per cent.  Furthermore, it is unlikely 
that an undertaking will be individually dominant if its share of the relevant market is below 40 
per cent, although dominance could be established below that figure if other relevant factors 
(such as the weak position of competitors in that market and high entry barriers) provided 
strong evidence of dominance.  See paragraph 2.12 of CMA's Competition Law Guidance on 
Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 415). 
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4.33 We will also seek to identify the existence, and evaluate the strength, of 

all competitive constraints faced by the airport operator.  These are 

market factors that prevent the airport operator from raising prices 

significantly above – and/or lowering quality significantly below – 

competitive levels, and can be factors both within and outside the relevant 

market.   

4.34 In so doing, we may consider factors such as: 

 the specific barriers to airline switching.  For example, this can 

include the costs of moving a route away from the airport or the 

network benefits of airline co-location at an airport; 

 the extent to which passengers are prepared to use other airports' 

route networks or not travel in response to a price increase by the 

airport operator;71 and 

 any attempts by the airport operator to restrict output, increase 

prices above the competitive level and/or reduce quality at the airport 

below the levels that would be seen in a competitive market. 

4.35 Other relevant factors may include market features, such as: 

 possible countervailing buyer power by airlines; 

 prevailing capacity constraints at the airport and at neighbouring 

airports and barriers to entry; and 

 the extent of potential competition being introduced through new 

entry and/or expansion of airport capacity.72   

4.36 We will look to supplement this with analysis on other available indicators 

of market power, including the airport operator's behaviour and 

performance, profitability measures, quality of service, efficiency and 

                                            
71

  Since often passengers do not pay airport charges directly, as these are levied on airlines, this 
substitution mechanism is an indirect one. 

72
  CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 

415), chapter 5 
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engagement with airlines73 in order to assess whether the airport operator 

has, or is likely to acquire, SMP in the relevant market. 

4.37 We note that, where the airport operator is already subject to economic 

regulation, this (the existence of economic regulation and its form) will 

need to be taken into account as regulation will be influencing the airport's 

behaviour and performance, as well the prices that it has charged in the 

past. 

4.38 We will consider all of the available evidence and exercise our judgment 

in making this assessment. 

Summary 

4.39 Test A considers whether the relevant operator has, or is likely to acquire, 

SMP in a market for one or more types of AOS provided within all or part 

of the airport area, either alone or taken with such other persons as we 

consider appropriate.74   

4.40 We make our assessment having regard to all of the evidence obtained 

and our general duties under CAA12 and the relevant notices and 

guidance issued by the EC and the CMA regarding the competition law 

notices and guidance. 

4.41 In conducting Test A, we will seek to define a relevant market and assess 

the market share of the operator.  In assessing market power we will 

assess the strength of the competitive constraints faced by the airport 

operator, which could arise from within and from outside the relevant 

market(s) identified.  We will also consider other available indicators of the 

airport operator's behaviour and performance. 

                                            
73

  CMA's Competition Law Guidance on Assessment of Market Power, December 2004 (OFT 
415), paragraphs 6.5 to 6.7 

74
  Section 6(3) read together with sections 6(6) and 6(7) CAA12 
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Chapter 5 

Test B: Adequacy of competition law 

5.1 Test B is that competition law does not provide sufficient protection 

against the risk that the relevant operator may engage in conduct that 

amounts to an abuse of that SMP. 

5.2 This chapter is set out as follows: 

 our general approach; 

 competition law; 

 the concept of abuse; and 

 summary. 

Our general approach 

5.3 Where Test A is met, we are required under Test B to consider whether 

competition law provides sufficient protection against the risk of abuse of 

that SMP.75  In doing so we will conduct the analysis in light of our primary 

duty to further the interests of users of air transport services. 

5.4 Although Test B is a standalone test, its application is dependent on 

whether we have already determined that the relevant operator has SMP 

in a relevant market.  If Test A is not met, there is no market power in 

relation to which we can make an assessment under Test B.  Under Test 

B, we must consider the existence and extent of the risk of the relevant 

operator engaging in an abuse of that position in the relevant market and 

how best to prevent it.   

5.5 We will conduct our assessment in the light of our considerations under 

Test A (i.e. where the SMP and therefore the risk of the abuse of that 

power may lie), and whether that risk is mitigated by competition law.  In 

                                            
75

  Section 6 CAA12 
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assessing this, we will consider, but not be limited to considering, the 

potential and likelihood of: 

 public enforcement action by us or other relevant authorities;  

 private enforcement action by relevant companies (i.e. airlines or 

groundhandlers); and  

 private enforcement action by private individuals or groups of private 

individuals.   

Competition law 

5.6 Test B focuses solely on the effectiveness of competition law.76   

5.7 Competition law is a key element in the assessment of Test B and Test C, 

although each Test has a different focus.  Test B focuses on the 

effectiveness of competition law to address potential abuses of an airport 

operator's SMP, when we have found that an airport operator has SMP at 

an airport.  It assesses the risk of addressing various forms of anti-

competitive behaviour.  Case law illustrates how competition law has been 

used and how effective it has been but does not give a complete answer 

to this test.  In Test C (as discussed in the next chapter), competition law 

is part of the ex post powers available to us regardless of whether an 

airport operator is or is not economically regulated by us. 

5.8 The competition law provisions include the CA98 prohibition and Articles 

101 and 102 of TFEU whether enforced by us77, the CMA, the 

Commission or by interested third parties bringing private actions before 

the courts. 

5.9 Competition law also includes the market provisions in the EA02.78  

However, we consider that the market provisions are not specifically 

designed to guard against the risk of an abuse of dominance.  Instead 

                                            
76

  Competition law is defined in section 6(9) of CAA12 to include Articles 101 and 102 TFEU, the 
Chapter I and II prohibitions in the CA98 as well as Part 4 of the EA02 (market investigations) 

77
  CAP 1235 - 'Guidance on the Application of the CAA's Competition Powers', available from 

www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235 
78

  Part 4 EA02 

http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235
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market investigations under EA02 seek to examine the cause of why 

particular markets may not be working well, rather than seeking to 

determine whether an abuse of a dominant market position under CA98 

has occurred.  We will, therefore, place less weight on arguments relating 

to the ability of the markets regime to protect against abuse. 

5.10 We consider that it is the Chapter II prohibition and/or Article 102 TFEU 

that are designed to and would be used to address an abuse of 

dominance and, therefore, are most relevant for the assessment under 

Test B. 

5.11 Likewise the ACRs and the AGRs are applicable and may protect against 

some forms of abuse but these do not form part of “competition law” as 

defined in Test B.79  Therefore, we will not take account of these powers 

in the assessment of Test B.  However, we will give appropriate 

consideration to their role in the regulatory framework as part of Test C. 

The concept of abuse 

5.12 In competition law, a dominant company has a special responsibility not to 

allow its conduct to impair undistorted competition in the relevant 

market.80  It is not the position of dominance or SMP itself that is 

prohibited, but the undertaking using that position to prevent or distort the 

effective competition in the market. 

5.13 Section 6(8) of CAA12 clarifies that conduct may, in particular, amount to 

an abuse of SMP if it is conduct that is described in the Chapter II 

prohibition in section 18 of CA98.  Section 18(2)(a) to (d) of CA98 

contains an illustrative list of exploitative and/or exclusionary behaviour.81   

                                            
79

  Examples include the Groundhandling Directive (GHD) implemented in the UK as the Airports 
(Groundhandling) Regulations 1997 and the Airport Charges Directive (ACD) (implemented as 
the Airport Charges Regulations 2011) 

80
  Case 322/81 Michelin v Commission [1983] ECR 3461, paragraph 57 

81
  The types of abuse listed include unfair or excessive pricing, unfair trading conditions, market 

limitation or production limitation, discrimination and making the conclusion of contracts subject 
to acceptance by the other parties of supplementary obligations which, by their nature or 
according to commercial usage, have no connection with the subject of the contracts. 
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5.14 Likewise, the Court of Justice of the European Union has defined the term 

abuse in the following way: 

“An objective concept relating to the behaviour of an undertaking in a 

dominant position which is such as to influence the structure of a market 

where, as a result of the very presence of the undertaking in question, the 

degree of competition is weakened and which, through recourse to 

methods different from those which condition normal competition in 

products or services on basis of the transaction of commercial operators, 

has the effect of hindering the maintenance of the degree of competition 

still existing in the market or the growth of that competition.”82 

5.15 As such, an abuse under competition law is broader than, and not limited 

to, the illustrative abuses set out under Section 18(2)(a) to (d) of CA98.  

Any particular observed behaviour should be assessed as to whether or 

not it is abusive on its own merits.83   

Types of abuse most relevant to the assessment of Test B 

5.16 We will assess the relevant types of abuse on a case by case basis.  

However, there are a number of high level points that we consider will be 

common to most assessments of Test B.   

5.17 Over the years, there have been a number of competition law cases taken 

at both a domestic and European level against airports.84  These indicate 

that an airport operator is an undertaking for the purposes of competition 

law and that they can be found to be dominant and to have abused that 

dominance.   

5.18 The case law and indeed the legal framework will continue to evolve over 

time.  Present case law illustrates that competition law has been 

successfully applied in what could broadly be considered as “vertical 

                                            
82

  Case 85/76 Hoffmann-La Roche [1979] ECR 461 
83

  This reflects the position established in European case law that the categories of abuse set out 
in Article 102 are not exhaustive: see Case 6/72 Continental Can v Commission [1973] ECR 
215 

84
  Commission decision 95/364/EC, Commission decision 1999/199/EC, Commission decision 

1999/198/EC, Commission decision 98/513/EC; T-128/98, C-82/01 Commission decision 
98/190/EC, Purple Parking & Anor v Heathrow Airport Limited [2011] EWHC 987 (Ch) and 
Arriva the Shires Ltd v London Luton Airport Operations Ltd [2014] EWHC 64 (Ch) 
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exclusion” cases, where the airport is active in the upstream market for 

AOS but also has a presence or stake in the downstream market for air 

transport or other services.  The defining feature of these cases is that 

they all involved the airport leveraging its market power to the advantage 

of either its own subsidiary in a downstream market, or a closely aligned 

party.85   

5.19 We consider, therefore, that for these vertical exclusionary behaviours, 

there are likely to be sufficient precedents available from other industries 

including those that are similarly regulated (such as telecoms or utilities) 

which could be relied on as relevant authorities in assisting us to 

challenge exclusionary behaviour by airports under CA98 or Article 

101/102 TFEU.  Competition law is, therefore, likely to be sufficient to deal 

effectively with the risk of such abuses. 

5.20 Similarly, there are a number of cases relating to discriminatory abuses, 

including at airports.  The range of competition law precedents are likely 

to be sufficient to deal effectively with the risk of such abuses.   

5.21 We are therefore likely to place less weight on arguments that competition 

law is insufficient to deal with this type of abuse. 

5.22 Conversely, we consider it is in relation to exploitative abuses involving 

excessive prices and/or reduced service levels that there is the greatest 

likelihood of abuse occurring where competition law may not give 

sufficient protection.  We will therefore examine the potential risks from 

these types of abuse more closely in applying Test B. 

5.23 In particular, the case law that exists in this area provides different 

approaches on how to identify excessive prices and service quality based 

abuses.  Additionally there is likely to be a range of price (or service 

quality degradation) between the competitive price and what may 

currently be defined as “excessive” or “abusive” under competition law.  

                                            
85

  The early European cases are typified by a strong single market imperative.  These cases in 
the main consist of a state owned airport supporting stated owned airlines. 
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This could result in a “creeping abuse” that is to the detriment of users of 

air transport services. 

Competition law remedies 

5.24 It is not only the ability to apply and enforce competition law that needs to 

be considered under Test B but also the deterrent effect of remedies 

available, which may have a deterrent effect along with the reputational 

impact of being found to have breached one of the competition law 

prohibitions.   

5.25 The main remedy used is a financial penalty.  Financial penalties are 

calculated in line with the CMA guidance on penalties.  Financial penalties 

can be up to 10 per cent of the company's relevant global turnover.86  

Where an infringement is found, financial penalties can provide a strong 

incentive not to infringe the prohibitions, and to reinforce the 

considerations on exclusionary and discriminatory abuses. 

5.26 Other remedies available are behavioural in nature, such as directions to 

bring an infringement to an end, accepting binding commitments to 

change behaviour, considering settlements offered to us and applying for 

directors' disqualification orders.  Behavioural remedies usually need to be 

monitored and compliance assured on an ongoing basis.  These remedies 

can take time to implement and to change behaviours.  As such, they 

have parallels with regulatory rules imposed by a licence. 

Summary 

5.27 Test B considers whether competition law does not provide sufficient 

protection against the risk that the relevant operator may engage in 

conduct that amounts to an abuse of that SMP.87   

                                            
86

  The CMA's Competition Law Guideline on Appropriate CA98 penalty calculation, September 
2012 (OFT423) is available from www.gov.uk/cma 

87
   Section 6(3) read together with sections 6(8) and 6(9) CAA12 

http://www.gov.uk/cma
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5.28 Test B presupposes a finding of SMP against which to assess the 

sufficiency of competition law to protect against the risk of abuse of that 

SMP. 

5.29 In assessing Test B, we will have regard to our primary duty to air 

transport users.  In doing so we consider that where an airport operator 

seeks to use its market power for exclusionary behaviour, competition law 

is likely to be sufficient to protect against such practices.  However, where 

an airport operator seeks to use its market power for exploitative 

behaviour, (which could be observed as pricing behaviour whether or not 

amounting to excessive pricing, or service quality reduction), competition 

law may be less likely to be able to deal with these consumer detriments 

(whether actually abusive or not).  We will therefore focus our analysis in 

this area. 
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Chapter 6 

Test C: Adverse effects/benefits of regulation 

6.1 Test C is that, for users of air transport services, the benefits of regulating 

the relevant operator by means of a licence are likely to outweigh the 

adverse effects. 

6.2 This chapter is set out as follows: 

 our general approach; 

 ex-ante licence regulation and ex-post powers; 

 making the comparison; 

 areas considered under Test C; 

 assessing ex-ante licence regulation and ex-post powers; and 

 summary. 

Our general approach 

6.3 We view Test C as an analysis of the adverse effects and the benefits to 

the users of air transport services of imposing or maintaining regulation.   

6.4 Generally, Test C is a balancing exercise between the benefits of a 

licence imposed on the relevant airport operator and a situation where 

there is no licence.  If there were no licence, the behaviour of the airport 

would be constrained only by existing market forces and general 

regulatory (non-licence) provisions. 

6.5 CAA12 does not dictate a particular method of impact assessment and, as 

a result, such assessment may be qualitative or quantitative or a 

combination of both depending upon the availability of the relevant data.  

We will follow best practice in undertaking the assessment.  Where it is 

reasonably practicable to quantify the respective benefits and adverse 

effects, we will do so.  We will use our formal information gathering 

powers and we may conduct or commission research to aid our 
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assessment with the objective of quantifying the costs and benefits where 

we consider this to be appropriate in order to apply Test C. 

6.6 As part of the assessment, we must consider the extent to which any 

likely net benefits benefit end users rather than intermediate providers. 

6.7 If we consider that there is a conflict between the interests of different 

classes of user, or between the interests of users in different markets, our 

duty is to carry out the functions in a manner which we consider will 

further such of those interests as we think best.88   

Ex-ante licence regulation and ex-post powers 

6.8 This section explains in summary form what ex-ante licence regulation 

encompasses and the range of our ex-post powers.   

Ex-ante licence regulation  

6.9 Our ex-ante licence regulatory powers typically pursue different, albeit 

overlapping, policy objectives to the strict market considerations that apply 

under competition law and other sectoral powers.  In particular, our 

general duty of furthering passengers' and cargo owners' interests, allow 

us to address a wider set of objectives and employ additional remedies 

than we could under our European and UK competition law powers.  The 

flexibility as to what may be included in an economic licence allows us to 

pursue these wider aims in addition to dealing with the risk of abuse of 

substantial market power.  Both sets of powers are, however, ultimately 

directed at protecting the interests of end users. 

6.10 For instance ex-ante licence regulatory powers can be utilised to reduce 

the level of market power in a market and thereby encourage effective 

competition to become established.89  Ex-ante licence regulation may 

promote the development of effective competition in the relevant market 

                                            
88

  Section 1(5) CAA12 
89

  For example, where in a market not yet operating in a state of effective competition, there is a 
risk of abusive conduct, regulation ex-ante via a licence can deliver detailed remedies for the 
benefit of all market participants over an appropriate time period.   
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by fostering market entry and creating incentives for innovation and 

efficiency.  It may also seek to replicate the outcomes that are expected to 

be seen within a competitive market, for example, by regulating prices.  In 

this way, it can also attempt to minimise the scope for conditions to 

develop in the market which are conducive to abusive conduct. 

6.11 Test C does not require that we apply the test by reference to a specific 

set of licence conditions (regulatory obligations).  Such a requirement 

would reverse the logical structure of CAA12, and would require the 

determination of individual licence conditions before the decision of 

whether to impose a licence is made. 

6.12 We intend to apply the MPT ahead of any considerations of the specific 

form of licence that may be applied in any specific case once an MPD has 

been made.   

6.13 The generic licence conditions we will consider in assessing Test C are 

based on what a licence may contain.90  CAA12 states that a licence may 

include: 

 conditions that we consider are necessary or expedient having 

regard to the risk that the airport operator may engage in conduct 

that amounts to an abuse of SMP; 

 price control conditions we consider necessary;  

 payment to us on the grant of the licence and/or while it continues in 

force; and 

 other conditions that we consider are necessary or expedient having 

regard to our CAA12 duties.91   

6.14 We will consider whether it would help the assessment to consider the 

specific issues that might be addressed by economic regulation.  The 

extent to which we develop these in the assessment phase will depend on 

what is necessary and expedient.  For example, we do not consider that it 

is appropriate (for the reasons set out above) to develop draft licence 

                                            
90

  Chapter 1 sections 15 to 21 CAA12 
91

  Section 18(1) CAA12 
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conditions in undertaking an MPD.  However it may be helpful to consider 

at a high level what price control or monitoring approach may be 

appropriate given our findings on Test A and B.   

6.15 We will also have regard to the regulatory principles in CAA1292 and the 

duty not to impose or maintain regulatory burdens which we consider to 

be unnecessary.93  These provisions, taken together, in essence, build in 

a proportionality exercise to Test C to ensure that ex-ante regulation via a 

licence is only imposed where it is suitable, necessary and proportionate. 

Ex-post powers 

6.16 Ex-post powers, which are discussed below, include: 

 competition law powers; 

 the ACRs; 

 the AGRs; and 

 monitoring. 

6.17 Ex-post powers are designed to protect the degree of competition that 

already exists within a market (which may not be effective).  Action under 

competition law and our sectoral powers may take time to reach a 

conclusion post-breach and the remedial powers may be more limited. 

6.18 Unlike Test B, we would expect to give equal weight to all possible ex-

post interventions in assessing the potential benefits from using an ex-

ante licence.  These are described below. 

Competition law powers 

6.19 We have concurrent powers with the CMA94 to: 

 undertake investigations into whether a prohibition under the CA98 

or under the TFEU has been breached in relation to airport operation 

services: 

                                            
92

  Section 1(4) CAA12 
93

  Chapter 1 section 73(2A)(b) Regulatory Enforcement and Sanctions Act 2008 as amended by 
section 104 CAA12 

94
  The CMA took over the duties of the Competition Commission (CC) and the Office of Fair 

Trading (OFT) from 1 April 2014. 
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 Article 101 TFEU and the Chapter I prohibition in CA98 both 

prohibit agreements between undertakings,95 decisions by 

associations of undertakings and concerted practices that have 

the object or effect of preventing, restricting or distorting 

competition; and  

 Article 102 of TFEU and the Chapter II prohibition in CA98 both 

prohibit conduct by one or more undertakings which amounts to 

an abuse of a dominant position in a market. 

 undertake market studies and make market investigation references 

to the CMA under the EA02 with respect to the provision of AOS: 

 market studies, carried out under our competition law powers, 

assess whether a particular market is improving choice and 

value for aviation consumers, potentially leading to proposals 

as to how competition might be made to work more effectively; 

and  

 we can make a market investigation reference (MIR) to the 

CMA requesting that it conduct an in-depth market 

investigation.  Alternatively, in lieu of us making an MIR, we 

can accept binding undertakings from market participants to 

address any competition harming features we have identified. 

6.20 Further details on these powers are explained in our competition power 

guidance.96   

Airport Charges Regulations 

6.21 The Airport Charges Regulations 2011 (ACRs)97 came into effect in 

November 2011 and transposed into UK law Directive 2009/12/EC of the 

                                            
95

  The term ‘undertaking’ refers to any autonomous economic entity engaged in economic activity, 
regardless of its legal status and the way in which it is financed.  It includes companies, firms, 
businesses, partnerships, individuals operating as sole traders, agricultural cooperatives, 
associations of undertakings, non-profit making organisations and (in some circumstances) 
public entities that offer goods or services on a given market.  Companies in the same 
corporate group will generally be considered to constitute a single 'undertaking'. 

96
  CAP 1235 - 'Guidance on the Application of the CAA's Competition Powers', is available from 

www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235  
97

  The airport charges directive can be found at: eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32009L0012 

http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32009L0012
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32009L0012
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European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 2009 on airport 

charges.  The ACRs cover operators of all airports handling over 5 million 

passengers and provide airlines with a number of protections.  For 

example, it requires airport operators to provide information to and consult 

with airlines when changing airport charges, and to not discriminate 

between airlines without relevant, transparent and objective justification. 

6.22 We must investigate complaints by an airline on which airport charges 

have been levied, or by another airport operator that considers its 

business has been harmed by the airport operator not complying with the 

ACRs.  We may also investigate on our own initiative. 

6.23 More information on the ACRs can be found on our website98, along with 

our ‘Guidance on the application of the CAA’s powers under the Airports 

Charges Regulations 2011’ (CAP1343).99   

Airports (Groundhandling) Regulations 

6.24 Airports (Groundhandling) Regulations 1997 (AGRs) transpose the 

European Groundhandling Directive into UK law.100  Groundhandling 

covers a multitude of activities including check-in, handling baggage, 

cargo and mail, re-fuelling aircraft, and transporting passengers and crew 

to aircraft.  The AGRs place some limitations on airport operators at 

airports with more than 2 million passengers annually, if they want to 

restrict the number of third-party groundhandlers that operate at the 

airport.  The AGRs also constrain airports with more than 1 million 

passengers if they want to restrict the number of self-handling airport 

users.  If an airport covered by these regulations wants to restrict the 

number of third-party groundhandlers or self-handling airport users that 

                                                                                                                                        
The airport charges regulations can be found at: 
hwww.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/2491/contents/made 

98
  More information on the ACRs can be found at: www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-

industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airport-charges-regulations/  
99

  CAP1343 – ‘Guidance on the application of the CAA’s powers under the Airports Charges 
Regulations 2011’, is available from www.caa.co.uk/CAP1343  

100
  Airport Groundhandling Regulations – The airport groundhandling directive can be found at: 

eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:31996L0067 

 The airport groundhandling regulations can be found at: 
www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1997/2389/made  

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2011/2491/contents/made
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airport-charges-regulations/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airport-charges-regulations/
http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1343
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:31996L0067
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/1997/2389/made
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operate at the airport, it requires a determination from us to be able to do 

so. 

6.25 There are currently no legal restrictions on the number of handlers at 

airports in the UK.  Where handlers use aircraft facilities, such as check-in 

desks, baggage belts and fuel hydrant systems, the airport operator must 

set its charges according to relevant, objective, transparent and non-

discriminatory criteria.  We must investigate alleged breaches of the 

AGRs. 

6.26 More information on the AGRs can be found on our website.101   

Monitoring 

6.27 We have a duty under section 64 of CAA12, so far as it appears 

practicable to do so, to keep under review the provision of AOS and to 

collect information about those services.  Further details on this power are 

explained in our competition guidance.102   

6.28 Section 50 of CAA12 allows us to require the provision of information or 

documentation that we reasonably require for the purpose of carrying out 

our functions related to the regulation of operators of dominant airports 

under Chapter 1 of CAA12. 

Making the comparison 

6.29 In making a comparison to establish whether, for current and future users 

of air transport services, the benefits of regulating the relevant operator by 

means of a licence are likely to outweigh the adverse effects, we need to 

determine what the comparison will be between. 

                                            
101

  More information on the AGRs can be found at: www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-
industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airports-Groundhandling-Regulations-
1997/  

102
  CAP 1235 - 'Guidance on the Application of the CAA's Competition Powers' can be found at: 

www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235   

http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airports-Groundhandling-Regulations-1997/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airports-Groundhandling-Regulations-1997/
http://www.caa.co.uk/Commercial-industry/Airports/Economic-regulation/Competition-policy/Airports-Groundhandling-Regulations-1997/
http://www.caa.co.uk/CAP1235
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Airport operator that does not hold an economic licence 

6.30 If we are making an MPD of an airport whose operator does not hold an 

economic licence, we would make a comparison between the status quo 

(an airport without economic licence regulation) and an airport regulated 

by means of a generic economic licence103 (the counterfactual). 

6.31 In developing this counterfactual we will consider the existing commercial 

behaviours of the airport operator.  For example, where there are existing 

agreements in place between the airport operator and third parties, we will 

consider these as part of the counterfactual. 

6.32 If after assessing Tests A, B and C, we determine that the MPT is met, 

only then will the specific licence conditions for the airport operator be 

developed.  This is covered in Chapter 7. 

Airport operator that holds an economic licence 

6.33 If we were making an MPD for an airport whose operator already holds an 

economic licence, we would make a comparison between the likely 

behaviour of the airport operator without an economic licence and a 

generic economic licence (the counterfactual).  We consider that a generic 

licence is the appropriate counterfactual as Test C considers the 

imposition of regulation, not its intensity. 

6.34 In assessing the airport operator absent its economic licence, we would 

take into account the behaviour that the airport operator had exhibited 

under the regulation currently applicable.  For example we would take into 

account any agreements that the airport operator had developed with third 

parties independently of its regulation.   

6.35 If after assessing Tests A, B and C, we determine that the MPT is met, 

then the specific licence that the operator holds would be reviewed.  This 

is covered in Chapter 7. 

                                            
103

  We would not go into specifics of the precise form of licence regulation. 
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Areas considered under Test C 

Benefits of economic regulation  

6.36 The assessment of the benefits of economic regulation by an economic 

licence includes an assessment of the impact on prices, efficiency, service 

quality and investment, and other potential benefits of economic licence 

regulation.  These benefits will be assessed from the perspective of the 

current and future users of air transport services – namely passengers 

and those with a right in cargo. 

6.37 Following are points that our assessment could include: 

 revenues - licence regulation may have an effect on expected 

revenues through revenue caps or monitoring, which can benefit 

users of air transport services.  For example, regulation may ensure 

one of more of the following: 

 prices charged are cost-reflective; 

 the overall level of charges is capped; 

 the airport operators is limited in its ability to charge excessive 

prices; and/or 

 price changes can be predictable if they occur in line with a 

stable pricing mechanism depending upon changes in the 

underlying level of efficient costs. 

 efficiency - licence regulation can be an effective way of promoting 

and incentivising operating and capital expenditure efficiency, if it 

mimics the market forces of effective competition by challenging the 

airport operator's reported operating and capital costs and efficiency 

assumptions putting downward pressure on them.  This can benefit 

users of air transport services by driving the provision of a more 

efficient service.   

 service quality - licence regulation can address service quality 

through greater regulatory scrutiny, incentivising airport operators to 

take into account the views of stakeholders.  It can promote service 

quality standards and as a result protect air transport users from 

service quality standard failures.   
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 investment incentives - licence regulation can provide incentives to 

invest, for example by providing a more certain mechanism by which 

investment can be remunerated.  This can ensure investment 

decisions are made which benefit users of air transport services.  For 

example, regulation can ensure one of more of the following:  

 airlines are engaged in the process for identifying and scoping 

new capital expenditure and that this is reviewed and agreed 

with us as part of the regulatory process prior to its realisation; 

 investment is rewarded through a fair rate of return which is 

known ex-ante; and 

 new facilities are procured in the most efficient way to protect 

users against paying for the development of “gold plated” or 

inferior investments.   

 operational resilience - licence regulation can be used to compel or 

incentivise the airport operator to ensure operational resilience, 

incentivising them to use the levers at their disposal to encourage 

and co-ordinate the relevant stakeholders to greater effect; and to 

protect users' interests in improved resilience.   

 financial resilience - licence regulation can facilitate financial 

resilience, by the provision of financial undertakings, minimum 

financial standards (e.g. credit ratings), and limitations on financial 

and business activities.  This can benefit users of air transport 

services by encouraging the airport operator to be financially resilient 

and able to finance their activities. 

Adverse effects of economic regulation 

6.38 The assessment of the adverse effects of economic regulation through a 

licence includes considering the direct costs and other adverse effects of 

holding a licence.   

6.39 Direct costs which will be incurred include the time and expenditure of 

management and regulation staff at the CAA, the regulated airport 

operator and airlines.   
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6.40 Other potential adverse effects from licence regulation may include the 

following:  

 crowding out of a more commercial approach, such as 

commercial contracts, investment and development that would 

encourage commercial growth in aeronautical and non-aeronautical 

revenues.  This could have an adverse effect on users of air 

transport services by the airport operator being focussed on the 

incentives in its licence rather than on a commercial approach such 

as growth in services offered. 

 management distraction, which can distort incentives by distracting 

management to focus on maximising the value from a regulatory 

settlement rather than to focus on improved efficiency or service 

quality.  This could have an adverse effect on users of air transport 

services by the airport operator being distracted from improving 

efficiency or service quality for the benefits of users. 

 distortions to incentives, such as incentives that encourage too 

much or too little investment, distortions in the trade-off between 

operating and capital expenditure, distortions of the service quality 

requirements and associated financial incentives so that they do not 

match passengers’ priorities or there is a focus only (or primarily) on 

attributes that can be easily measured.  This could have an adverse 

effect on users of air transport services if the airport operator has 

incentives that do not match users’ priorities or the incentives 

become misaligned with users’ priorities over time. 

 Other potential distortions include the increased rigidity of a 

regulatory system, in particular in relation to consultation 

requirements on changes in charges and service quality, and the 

requirement for capital plans to be set too far in advance.  This could 

have an adverse effect on users of air transport services by the 

airport operator being focused more on meeting the regulators 

requirements than on services that are to the benefit of users. 

6.41 Our assessment will take into account the examples above as a guide to 

assessing the benefits and adverse effects, to current and future users of 
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air transport services, of regulating the relevant operator by means of a 

licence. 

Assessing ex-ante licence regulation and ex-post powers  

6.42 The assessment of the benefits of introducing economic licence regulation 

includes assessing the application of the sectoral regulatory powers that 

are already in place.  This directs us to weigh the comparative merits of 

ex-post powers (through competition law, and other sectoral powers) as a 

sufficiently effective alternative to ex-ante regulation under an economic 

licence. 

6.43 We will need to consider carefully the potential risks involved between 

using ex post powers and ex-ante regulation on a forward looking basis to 

assess whether the benefits of regulating the relevant operator by means 

of a licence are likely to outweigh the adverse effects.  In assessing ex-

post powers or ex-ante licence regulation, we would take into account the 

following factors: 

 whether the likely issue is forward or backward looking, for example: 

 ex-ante is forward-looking - it can prescribe or control types of 

market behaviour regardless of particular circumstances, based 

on public policy priorities or market failures that are found to 

exist in the market and need to be remedied; whereas 

 ex-post is backward-looking and relies on historical evidence of 

abuse that has occurred in an otherwise commercially 

competitive market. 

 the specific or general nature of the likely issue, for example: 

 ex-ante issues could be focused on addressing market failures 

arising from a certain industry structure or history; whereas  

 ex-post issues could be focused on redress for past actions 

and prohibiting future actions of a similar nature. 

 the nature of the available remedies, for example: 

 ex-ante remedies are usually narrow in scope, essentially 

declaratory in nature and neutral in terms of broader 
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implications for industry of the remedies sought in a specific 

piece of litigation; whereas 

 ex-post remedies are generally very specific in nature, but 

general in scope, affecting the majority of customers.  They are 

generally cost based assuming an efficient operator, and are 

defined in focus by the legislative context.   

 the time taken to deal with potential issues, for example:  

 ex-ante issues are generally enforced through independent 

sector-specific regulators such as ourselves.  Where the 

regulator has the power to act, this can be taken quickly - in 

weeks or months and sometimes immediately; whereas  

 ex-post issues are usually dealt with through the Courts, the 

EC, the CMA or ourselves, where case law tells us this can 

take months to years to reach a conclusion. 

6.44 Our assessment of Test C will include the factors noted above to assess 

the comparative merits, for the specific circumstances of the airport 

operator being assessed, of ex-post powers (through competition law, and 

other sectoral powers) as a sufficiently effective alternative to ex-ante 

regulation under an economic licence. 

Summary 

6.45 Test C considers whether, for current and future users of air transport 

services, the benefits of regulating the relevant operator by means of a 

licence are likely to outweigh the adverse effects.104   

6.46 We intend to apply the MPT ahead of considerations of the form of licence 

that may be applied in any specific case once an MPD has been made.   

6.47 Generally, Test C is a balancing exercise between the benefits of a 

licence imposed on the relevant airport operator and a situation where 

there is no licence.  This means that the risk of the operator abusing its 

                                            
104

  Section 6(5) of CAA12 
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market power is constrained only by existing market forces and general 

regulatory (non-licence) provisions.   

6.48 The assessment may be qualitative or quantitative, or a combination of 

both, depending upon the availability of the relevant data.  Where it is 

reasonably practicable to quantify the respective benefits and adverse 

effects, we will do so. 

6.49 As part of Test C, we will assess the suitability of an ex-ante or ex-post 

approach against the nature of the likely issues which we consider to 

create the greatest risks for users of air traffic services.   
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Chapter 7 

Once an MPD has been made 

Introduction 

7.1 This chapter explains what happens after an MPD has been made and 

when a future MPD could be considered. 

7.2 This chapter is set out as follows: 

 once an MPD has been made; and 

 sectoral regulation and subsequent MPDs. 

Once an MPD has been made 

If the MPT is met by an operator without a licence 

7.3 If an MPD concludes that the market power test is met by an airport 

operator in relation to an airport area, then that airport operator will require 

an economic licence in order to be able to levy charges.  In some cases, 

we may decide to begin the process of developing a licence alongside the 

MPD.   

7.4 The detailed process of granting a licence may vary from time to time but 

is likely to include the following steps: 

1) we will normally treat the airport operator as making an application 

for a licence in accordance with section 14(4) of CAA12 and will 

begin the process of developing a licence.  In some cases, we may 

require the airport operator to make and publish an application for a 

licence accompanied by the specified information under section 

14(1) of CAA12; 

2) we will consult with interested stakeholders to explore areas of 

concern including the appropriate form of regulation and the potential 

scope of licence conditions; 
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3) will publish our initial proposals on the regulation of the airport 

operator; 

4) written representations from stakeholders may be submitted in 

response to our initial proposals under timescales which we will 

specify; 

5) we will issue our final proposals, including the proposed licence 

conditions for the airport operator and our reasons for the proposed 

conditions.  That document may constitute the notice of a proposal to 

grant a licence under section 15(1) of CAA12, or we may decide it is 

more appropriate to issue that notice separately, following 

representations on the final proposals; 

6) written representations may be submitted in response to our final 

proposals; 

7) if required, we may include additional consultation stages prior to 

issuing final proposals; 

8) we will publish a copy of the licence under section 15(5) of CAA12.  

The notice will specify, among other things, the date on which the 

licence will come into force, our reasons for the conditions included 

in the licence, a summary of our response to representations 

received and the reasons for any differences between the conditions 

included in the licence and those set out in the final proposals; and 

9) the airport operator and any other person with a qualifying interest 

(e.g. airlines) will have up to six weeks from the date of publication of 

the licence and notice to decide whether or not to seek permission to 

appeal to the CMA. 

If the MPT is met by an operator with a licence  

7.5 If an MPD concludes that the MPT is met by an airport operator in relation 

to an airport area, then that airport operator will require an economic 

licence in order to be able to levy charges.  Where that airport operator 

already has an economic licence, we will review that licence to determine 

if it needs to be modified in the light of the MPD. 
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7.6 The detailed process of reviewing and modifying a licence may vary from 

time to time but is likely to include the following steps: 

1) we will normally talk to the airport operator to begin the process of 

reviewing the licence; 

2) we will consult with interested stakeholders to explore areas of 

concern including the appropriate form of regulation and the potential 

need and scope for changes to the existing licence conditions; 

3) we will publish our initial proposals on the regulation of the airport 

operator; 

4) written representations from stakeholders may be submitted in 

response to our initial proposals under timescales which we will 

specify; 

5) we will issue our final proposals, including the proposed licence 

conditions for the airport operator and our reasons for the proposed 

conditions.  That document may constitute the notice of a proposal to 

modify the licence under section 22(2) of CAA12, or we may decide 

it is more appropriate to issue that notice separately, following 

representations on the final proposals; 

6) written representations may be submitted in response to our final 

proposals; 

7) if required, we may include additional consultation stages prior to 

issuing final proposals; 

8) we will publish a copy of the licence modifications under section 

22(6) of CAA12.  The notice will specify, among other things, the 

date on which the licence modifications will come into force, our 

reasons for the conditions included in the licence, a summary of our 

response to representations received and the reasons for any 

differences between the conditions included in the licence and those 

set out in the notice proposing the modifications; and 

9) the airport operator and any other person with a qualifying interest 

(e.g. airlines) will have up to six weeks from the date of publication of 

the licence modification notice to decide whether or not to seek 

permission to appeal to the CMA. 
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If the MPD concludes that the MPT is not met  

7.7 If an MPD concludes that the market power test is not met by an airport 

operator in relation to an airport area, then that airport operator will not 

require an economic licence in order to be able to levy charges.   

7.8 In this situation, we will continue to use our sectoral regulatory powers 

(summarised below).   

7.9 In doing so, we will consider whether any developments of which we 

become aware constitute a material change of circumstances.  If they do, 

we may consider undertaking a further MPD.   

Sectoral regulation and subsequent MPDs 

7.10 Regardless of whether we make an MPD that an airport operator does, or 

does not, meet the MPT for the relevant market at any point in time: 

 we have sectoral regulatory powers (as outlined in chapter 6) that 

still apply and which we will consider using in appropriate 

circumstances; and 

 we recognise that circumstances may change in the future.  Such 

change may necessitate a fresh look at the question of whether the 

three elements of the MPT are met in relation to an airport operator. 

7.11 Under section 7 of CAA12: 

 we may make an MPD whenever we consider it is appropriate to do 

so; and 

 if there has been a material change of circumstances since we last 

made an MPD, then an airport operator or another person whose 

interests are likely to be materially affected may request that we 

make a new MPD, and we must make an MPD.   

7.12 The results of any subsequent MPD could lead us to consider the need for 

economic regulation of an airport operator.   
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7.13 In considering whether a further MPD should be undertaken, we are likely 

to consider whether there has been any material change of circumstances 

since the previous MPD.  The airport operator or an affected party can 

make a request to us at any time if they consider that there has been such 

a material change.   
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Appendix A  

Possible initial evidential requirements 

1. The initial requests for information and analysis could include, as a 

starting point, for example, the following. 

2. From the airport operator: 

 past airport accounts of revenues, costs and profitability by business 

activity; 

 data on the evolution of output volumes (such as passengers, flights 

and cargo tonnage); 

 airport charges received by airline and passenger; 

 detailed structure of charges; 

 terms of bilateral commercial agreements between airport and 

airlines; 

 behavioural evidence (service quality and consumer satisfaction; 

profitability, operational and financial efficiency, etc); 

 evidence of consultation/liaison with airlines on capital investment 

projects and traffic projections; 

 consumer and market research they may have to inform the 

evaluation of competitive constraints faced by the airport operator; 

 estimates of how costs vary with output volumes; 

 estimates of how non-aeronautical revenues vary with output;  

 evidence of whether and by how much airport demand by 

passengers; cargo and airlines responds to price/quality; and 

 financial business plans and details of forthcoming investment 

projects. 

3. From airlines: 

 airport charges paid at the airport, neighbouring airports and at 

“comparable” airports elsewhere; 
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 past route revenue, profitability, number of flights and passengers by 

month at the airport as well as at neighbouring airports and at 

“comparable” airports elsewhere; 

 evidence on switching costs and investments made in airports by 

airlines and presence of other alliance members; 

 evidence on the level of airline competition across airports (own and 

cross-airport airfare elasticities); 

 qualitative evidence on level of commercial engagement with airport 

operator; 

 consumer and market research they may have to evaluate 

competitive constraints faced by airports; and 

 terms of bilateral commercial agreements with airport operators. 

4. From various sources, any interested party, including CAA’s own 

information: 

 existing passenger surveys and/or commission new surveys on 

passenger profile, determinants of airport choice, and views on 

airport substitutability; 

 traffic volumes by airline at the airport as well as neighbouring and 

comparable airports; 

 catchment areas and extent of overlap between airports; 

 route overlaps with substitutable airports; 

 proportion of passengers connecting between flights at the airport 

and their profile; 

 traffic demand forecasts including cargo; 

 capacity constraints at the airport and at neighbouring airports; and 

 commission (DfT’s forecasting model, for example) estimates of 

airport substitutability.   

5. However, when we decide to undertake an MPD, we will determine at that 

time what evidence we need.  This will include discussions with the key 

stakeholders about evidence and research that they have, and 

considering whether we may conduct or commission research to aid our 

assessment. 


